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Point Drivers
Points
FLETCHER Pneumatic Point Drivers for Professional Volume Assembly
Fires tight and flat to the surface providing superior holding
power. Used with Framers Points in stacks of 250 points and
Flexible Framer's Points in stacks of 425 points. No "pull-back"
required; slide point driver along moulding for continued firing.
Ergonomically designed trigger eliminates hand fatigue.
Item #
Description
Price
F07300
Pneumatic Framemaster Point Driver
F08985 þ Framemaster Framers Points 5/8” 12,000/bx
F07400
Pneumatic Fleximaster Point Driver
F08995 þ Fleximaster Framers Points 5/8” 12,000/bx

#F07400

#F07300

FLETCHER Framemaster Point Driver FLETCHER Multimaster Point Driver

Black

Easily-and-comfortably fire points flatly into the frame with a minimum
amount of pressure due to the full-grip
trigger which reduces fatigue. Springadjusted firing power to match wood
density. Does not double feed or jam.
Easy-to-load magazine holds 100
points for reduced down time.

Uses #F08950 Framers Points.

#F08975
shown appx actual size

#F08950
shown appx actual size

Item #
Description
Price
F07500 þ Framemaster Point Driver
F08950 þ Framemaster Framers Points 5/8” 3000/pkg

6+

FLETCHER Fleximaster Point Driver

Green

Yellow

Easy-to-load magazine accommodates 170 flexible points. Springadjusted firing power to match wood
density. Lightweight and full-grip trigger provides comfortable firing of
points. Used with Fletcher's flexible
points that can be easily bent to
change frame contents.
#F08955

Uses #F08975 Framers Points.
Item #
Description
Price
F07800 þ Multimaster Point Driver
F08975 þ Multimaster Framers Points 1/2” 3000/pkg

shown appx actual size

6+

HAND FINISHING TOOLS

Item #
F09515
F09517
F09519

PUSHMATE #F09515
Perfect for inserting Fletcher push points,
#F09515
triangle points and diamond points into
wood frames and window sashes.
Rubberized raised grip provides added
comfort and helps prevent damage to the
#F09517
mat and other backing materials.
PULLMATE #F09517
Specifically designed to remove Fletcher
#F09519
Framer's Points from wood frames. Raised
grip helps protect framing materials.
SPRINGMATE #F09519
Desc.
Price Inserts and removes metal clips with ease.
þ Pushmate
Slotted tip helps prevent slipping & damage.
þ Pullmate
þ Springmate

6+

FLETCHER Framemate 2-in-1
for Points, Push Points & Brads

Uses #F08955 Framers Points.
Item #
Description
Price
F07700 þ Fleximaster Point Driver
F08955 þ Fleximaster Framers Points 5/8” 3700/pkg

Perfect for attaching multiple mouldings, stacked or liner, in the same
frame. Easy-to-load magazine holds
167 MultiPoints per stack. Equipped
with spring adjustment. to adjust for
wood density

Item #
F07200 þ

Insert points, push pins and
brads into wooden frames to
hold glass, boards, canvas,
etc. The adjustable magnetic
anvil holds points and brads
in place, while the rubber
cushion prevents marring of
the moulding. It also trims paper and
can be used as a glass break out tool.
Uses #F08911 Framers Points (below).
Description
Price
Framemate (2-in-1 tool)

FLETCHER Framers Points
Framers points designed to work with
FrameMate 2-in-1 tool above. Not designed
for Fletcher FrameMaster.
Item #
F08911 þ

Description
Framers Points 200/card

Price

FLETCHER Glaziers Points
Zinc coated #7 Glazing Points that are “T”
shaped and can be inserted into wood frames
with a putty knife.
Item #
F08711 þ

Description
Push Pins 50/card

þ See back cover for details

Price
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